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The fingers and thumb stuck out of the desert, unmoving, waiting.
Antiquity Grey bit her lower lip—a habit her grandmother 

scolded her for daily. It was a dangerous situation. The mech hand was 
more than just some slag the wind had brought to the surface. It had likely 
been buried since the Splinter War, when mechs battled over the planet’s 
ore reserves during her grandmother’s childhood. Chekker said shattered 
metal fell from the sky like meteors during the most violent of battles, 
burning hellfire that pockmarked the desert into glass. The wastes had 
once been a graveyard of broken mechs and plating but no longer; those 
who pirated the past had scavenged it over the decades for profit, leaving 
almost nothing behind. Metal arms, metal legs, metal weapons. To be 
melted down and reconstituted on world as well as off.

But no one had discovered this. This was hers. The people of Solomon 
Fyre would sing her name long into the night when she returned with it, 
a treasure worth years of rummaging the sands.

And who knew what else was attached to the hand, buried beneath 
the desert of this part of her world.

An arm.
A shoulder.
A torso.
Dare she hope possibly an entire body?
Excitement moved Antiquity toward her airbike. She would ride down 

to the mech hand, blast away the sand, and see for herself.
“Wait! You are not going down there, Grey-child.”
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Antiquity stopped, glaring at CHKR-11. The spherical bot spun in 
the air but was still safe behind the giant rock outcropping that hid them 
from metal scavengers who might be surveying the sands for an easy kill.

“You don’t know what I am going to do, Chekker.”
“Grey-child, I know you.” Chekker whirred, slowly spinning and 

stopping as it considered her. Its soccer sport-paint was once proud but 
now faded with decades of time. “The moment you came upon this mech 
I knew your actionable intentions.”

“There is no one around, Chekker!” She pointed in all directions, to 
the High Dringlam Mountains at her back and across the entirety of the 
desert, to its north, east, and south. “Look to the wastes! I see no dust 
movement. None!”

“That is true. None. For now.” The bot flew nearer her face in empha-
sis, his voice the static of his kind. “But I have been privileged to teach 
the children of your family for more than a century. None of them have 
possessed your proclivity for attracting danger.”

Anger rose up inside Antiquity. She was no longer a child in need of 
a nursemaid. “Do you see what’s down there, Chekker? Are your sensors 
shot? Look!”

The bot was unimpressed. “I do. I see trouble.”
“Trouble finds me all by itself, you old bot!”
The ancient floating ball did not reply. It just spun in front of her.
“What do you think we should do then?” she asked, waiting for the 

fight.
Chekker wasted no time. “We return to Solomon Fyre. And inform 

the Elders.”
“No!” Antiquity argued, wanting to hit the bot. She had done it before 

and it had been like hitting a rock face. “No. No. And no. Why should 
they take what I have found? Why should they get to own what I find?”

“Because of your family’s past. And they are the Elders.”
“They are thieves!”
“Maybe,” Chekker said. “But your family is no longer in the position 

they once were, Grey-child. Grey has become your surname. And Grey 
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is your legacy now. We will return to Solomon Fyre. If not the Elders, we 
will certainly tell your matriarch.”

“No, we will not,” Antiquity declared.
Before Chekker could respond, she gained the airbike’s seat, released 

the grav-stabilizers that kept it from floating away, and punched the throt-
tle. No electric tase from Chekker stopped her as she thought it might; he 
obviously did not think leaving her immobile would be safer than letting 
her reach the mech. Instead, the old bot followed as he was programmed, 
meant to teach but also protect. She did not know how he arrived at his 
decisions but she was glad he did not stop her.

Taking a final scan of the wastes and finding no evidence of scav-
engers, Antiquity rocketed down the mountain to the sands and pulled 
her airbike up next to the mech hand, its fingers resting on the ground 
longer than she was tall. Up close, she could see there might be more 
of it beneath the desert surface, lumpy hills of sand that could be other 
parts of the giant robot. Using her airbike’s thrusters, she began blasting 
away the desert, revealing a forearm, an elbow, a shoulder. The sun beat 
down on her, blisteringly hot, but she kept at it, her excitement fueling 
her adrenaline even while sweat became the glue that adhered grit to her 
tanned skin. The shifting of the sands over time had reduced the mech 
from a painted dark blue to a grayish one, but the metal retained its make, 
unmolested by wear.

As her work continued through the afternoon and with enough desert 
removed, Antiquity could see the mech had landed on its stomach—and 
the white-tinted faceplate of its massive head stared right at her.

“Help me, Chekker.” Antiquity could not see beyond the glass. “Run 
a diagnostic on the mech.”

The bot flew to where she stood beside the head.
“I cannot, Grey-child.”
“The mech is dead then.”
“Quite the contrary,” Chekker answered. “Its fuel cells are depleted 

from decades in the sand but they are not extinguished. It lives. But it is 
blocking my attempts.”
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The mech still had power. Antiquity stood stunned. It was still a mys-
tery what had brought down the giant warrior. But it hadn’t been a lack 
of power.

“Can you access its last moments?” she asked. “See why it crashed?”
“I can try, Grey-child. Security will have been one of its primary func-

tions. It is technology not unlike my own though, built at the time of my 
own creation. There is a chance, no matter how poor the odds.”

CHKR-11 began spinning this way and that, each change in direction 
accompanied by a click as if unlocking a multi-number lock. Antiquity 
waited. She ran her hand over the smooth glass of the faceplate, wonder-
ing how the ancient treasure had been brought so low so long ago. After 
more than an hour and Antiquity’s patience with the bot spent, a series of 
clacks reverberated through the glass. Shocked, she jumped back from the 
mech, trying to figure out what was happening.

Then an explosion sent her flying through the air.
She landed hard. Fighting the darkness swimming before her eyes, 

Antiquity gazed up at the massive head. The faceplate had shot open, 
knocking her aside.

Revealing the mech’s cockpit—and a corpse.
“Are you safe, Grey-child?” Chekker asked, now hovering over her.
Chekker had somehow instructed the mech to open its cockpit. The 

heat of surprise still coursing through her, Antiquity waved the bot away 
and, regaining her feet, warily approached the giant robot again. Its driver 
remained strapped in his harness, twistedly slumped to the side, his long 
hair pulled back into a single platinum braid similar to the one Antiquity 
wore herself. She had seen dead bodies before, but not like this; the skin of 
the driver had sunk inward, paper pulled tight over his skull. Mummified, 
she thought, like one of the horrors told to scare children before bedtime.

To get a better look, Antiquity half-stepped into the cockpit.
That’s when she saw the crest on the driver’s dark blue uniform.
“I had to copy and insert my system to gain access to the mech,” 

Chekker said, hovering behind her. She barely heard him.
“What?” she asked absently, mind a swirl.
“Why are you not listening to me, Grey-child?” the bot said, annoyed. 
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“I had to copy my system. Great skill built this mech. I believe it belonged 
to a person of high import. Its systems mirrored that. The security features 
did not allow access to the mech. Therefore, it required replicating my sys-
tem. Two against one are better odds.” Chekker went silent, a shadow at 
her shoulder. “If the deceased has left you unsettled, you may vacate the 
vehicle. Although it is my opinion you should have been prepared. These 
machines did not operate autonomously. All had drivers. You know this.”

“It’s not that, Chekker,” Antiquity said, pointing at the crest—an 
insignia featuring flame between unfurled angel wings.

“As I said, Grey-child, danger finds you all too easily.”
Antiquity thought Chekker meant their find—and maybe he did—

but he had already disappeared from her side, flying toward the edge of 
the wasteland where her mountain home met vast desert distances. She 
scrambled over the sands, fearing to see what she already knew was there.

“Dust rising,” she growled, barely able to breathe.
“It is.”
“Scavengers?”
The robot gained altitude, just enough to get a better view without 

compromising their whereabouts. “Too far away. But the dust pattern 
suggests it.”

“Close that cockpit, Chekker,” Antiquity ordered, already moving to 
bury the giant mech again with her airbike. “Remember this location. 
And let’s get out of here. Now.”

“I could not agree more, Grey-child.”
Antiquity went to work.

Eyes watched Antiquity as she returned to Solomon Fyre.
She knew whom they belonged to. This was not the first time. The 

Dreadth boys, who thought they were already men. Those who thought 
she was lesser than sand for being a Grey, despite that surname not belong-
ing to her ancestors, her true family name once bearing the highest regard 
on her world. She cursed inwardly, as they darted from alley shadow to 
second story broken window to burned out machinery. The road bristled 
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with the Dreadths, more than a dozen. It was not the beating that they 
might try to give if they caught her that worried Antiquity. How long 
had they been watching since she realized they had been following her? 
Did they know where she had gone? If so, her find and its relevance for 
her family were not safe. If not, they knew the direction she had returned 
from and were just curious enough to track her grav-trail into the wastes 
below Solomon Fyre.

To possibly discover and steal the mech from her anyway.
She slowed her airbike to a stop, touching the ground to observe a 

desert flower that had broken through the shattered streets of the once 
bustling desert city—trying to act as if she didn’t know of their presence.

If she surprised them, there was a chance at escape.
She needed that surprise.
“The Dreadth are watching,” Chekker shared at her shoulder.
“Shut it. I know,” she growled, viewing the tiny purple petals, remem-

bering a time when she had done this with her mother so long ago, using 
her side vision while trying to come up with a plan.

As if the Dreadths could sense her thoughts, four airbikes larger and 
more powerful than hers glided out at the same time—two in front of her 
and two behind.

She looked up then—the ruse done—and brought out her best two 
weapons.

Her fists.
It would not be the first time she brawled to blood with the Dreadths.
The two airbikes in front of her then parted to let a third through, this 

last one finer than the others. Manson Dreadth sat its seat easily, his large 
blue eyes piercing her like a hunting desert hawk. Antiquity stared back; 
she would show no fear. Manson was the oldest of the group, tall and 
rangy. Soon he would join his father, Jackson Dreadth, as a vice-Elder, to 
one day take his father’s place as an Elder of Solomon Fyre.

Today that did not matter to him though. The sinking sun high-
lighted Manson’s smug smile. She was trapped.

And he knew there was nothing she could do about it.
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“Where you been, Antiquity Grey?” the eighteen year old questioned, 
his last word a drawn-out sneer.

“That is none of your concern,” she said, anger rising.
“With you Greys, it is always my concern.” Manson looked around 

at his kin who slowly melted from the city to surround her. He got off 
his airbike then, a coward made strong by numbers, and strolled toward 
her with his maddening smile. “You must be watched. You cannot be 
trusted. It was your great-grandmother who failed to protect Solomon 
Fyre when it needed it most. It is the reason even speaking your family’s 
old name is punishable by death. Or have you forgotten history?” He 
smiled without a hint of humor. “Tell me, half-breed. What have you 
been up to? Mellex over there saw you leave this morning. And you’ve 
been gone all day, outside the safety of the city. So where? Where did you 
go, little Grey girl?”

“Dreadth-child, quit your advancement toward this position,” Chek-
ker ordered, still at Antiquity’s shoulder. “It would be wise.”

“I am no child, bot,” Manson spat. “But you are right to worry.”
When Manson would not stop his approach, the robot—originally 

built to coach sport but also protect those it tutored—flew to confront 
the boy. Manson did not slow. Just when Chekker was about to tase him, 
rocks thrown by the other Dreadth boys slammed into the bot. He went 
spinning through the air.

Giving Manson the space he needed to lunge at her.
Antiquity was ready. She threw the contents of her right fist—gritty 

sand she had gathered while looking at the flower. The boy fell back and 
raised his arms but it was too late. Manson roared in surprise and then 
pain, momentarily blinded. His Dreadth family members froze, not 
knowing what to do.

This was her chance.
Antiquity hit the throttle on her airbike to escape.
Manson was faster. Before the airbike powered up, he grabbed her by 

the wrist and flung her from it like a rag doll. “You Grey bitch!” Manson 
yelled, standing over her, his eyes red from the sand. The other Dreadth 
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boys cheered. “You have no power over me. Not any more. Your family is 
dust. Just like you are going to be if you don’t tell me what I want to know.”

“I will never say,” Antiquity hissed from the stone of the street.
“We will see about that.”
Manson grabbed her again, his grip like steel. She fought and kicked 

and spit but it did her no good. She could only watch as his fist punched 
into her midsection, sending her back to the ground and gulping air.

“Desist, Manson Dreadth!” A voice boomed, powerful and as unmis-
takable as a desert lightning strike. “Now!”

Manson stood over Antiquity, fists clenched in rage. But now he 
looked for the source of the command. Antiquity knew it all too well.

It was her grandmother.
Matriarch Vestige Grey walked slowly toward Antiquity and Manson 

as if she had all the time in the world, passing the two Dreadth boys and 
their airbikes at the top of the street like their threat didn’t exist. Eyes, 
blinded during childhood, surveyed the scene with the intent of a thun-
dercloud, her bitter lips deepening wrinkles already aged craggy. Three 
tiny balls of white light hovered around her: navigation bots, touching her 
lightly when obstacles entered her path. The leader of the Grey family did 
not deviate from her course—each step prepared, methodical, and precise.

To those who did not know her, she would seem serene as she glided 
down the ruins of lower Solomon Fyre.

To Antiquity, her grandmother had never been so angry.
“Manson Dreadth, you and your family will leave with the faculties 

that brought you to this moment,” Vestige said coldly. “If not, you will 
find it difficult to do so. And once your father hears of this, I doubt he will 
be pleased with you.”

Manson did not move despite Antiquity crawling back toward her 
airbike. “You have no power over me, you old crone,” he laughed. “My 
fathe—”

“Your father knows I see beyond my lost sight,” Vestige said. “If I 
stand before the Elders—especially at a time so close to your ascendance 
into their ranks—and reveal the video record of your assault upon my 
granddaughter, you will lose favor among many of them. Worse, you will 
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weaken your father’s standing as leader of the Council. Are you willing to 
risk that and your future over so pert a girl?”

Manson looked at Chekker, who floated nearby. The bot possessed 
the ability to record events. The Dreadth boy gauged the blind woman. 
Were her words true? Antiquity did not know. It did not take long for 
Manson though. He grinned a nervous smile.

“I will be watching you, Antiquity,” he said, pointing at her. “And 
watching for your secret out in the desert.”

With that, he whistled at the Dreadth boys.
In moments, they were gone.
“I am fine,” Antiquity said, dusting herself off while her grandmother 

stopped before her. The punch to the gut lingered.
Matriarch Vestige Grey gave her a disapproving scowl. “You are a 

Grey. You have to be.”
“How’d you know they’d attack me? Know where I was?”
“Know? The blind always know.” Vestige took a deep breath. “And I 

worry about you constantly, Antiquity. You are the last of us, our family 
buried beneath the power of history’s Dreadths.” The old woman paused, 
hands behind her back. “I worry because I know of your forays outside 
Solomon Fyre. I know you yearn.”

“Yearn?”
“For something more. Like I did in my own youth.”
Frowning, Antiquity turned away, preferring the ruins to her grand-

mother’s always discerning gaze. The wasted city, after all, could not judge 
her. A century earlier, Solomon Fyre had been a bustling community, its 
roots deep and expansive mech eyries rising high above. These lower levels 
of the city had long been abandoned, though, much of it destroyed and 
left to decay when the Splinter War had come to their planet. Most of the 
inhabitants now lived in the upper city away from the numerous dangers 
prowling the desert. The ruins she now stood within were a graveyard, its 
ghosts silencing all.

Vestige Grey waited, leaving Antiquity further unsettled. Her grand-
mother always knew how to make her talk.

“Do you think they would have killed me?” Antiquity asked.
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The old woman squinted. “Maybe. The Dreadth family has always 
delighted in violence against others. And that Manson… he likes it more 
than most his age.”

“Why though?”
“Men teach boys, who eventually become men fathering more boys,” 

Vestige said. “It is a vicious cycle. And it is the way of the world now. Per-
haps it always has been.”

“It wasn’t always so,” Antiquity pressed. “We once ruled.”
“True. It wasn’t always so. And yes, our family did once rule, my mother 

the last. Before the Dreadths took over. Before we became Grey-shamed.” 
The old woman frowned, looking at a fading sun she could not see. “The 
past. It is ever present in the now. Yet neither the past nor the present should 
be sacrificed for the future. You are that future. You have to be smarter, 
Antiquity. We will not be Grey forever. The time will come when we regain 
our true name. But giving those in power reason to kill us is not the way to 
that end. We will bide our time.” Vestige gripped Antiquity’s shoulder then. 
“Do not give Manson Dreadth a reason to ever attack you. Ever.”

“He’s older than me. Almost on the Council, if street rumors are true,” 
Antiquity said, shaking her head. “No one becoming an Elder should be 
so cruel.”

“Rebelling is what youth does when faced with adulthood.” Vestige 
gave her a look, and Antiquity couldn’t tell if her grandmother meant the 
Dreadth or her. “Do not forget, Antiquity. Manson is his father’s son, 
protected by him. You do not have that luxury,” Vestige said. She paused, 
cocking her head. “Do you have a secret I should know about, my grand-
daughter? Manson mentioned such a thing.”

Antiquity cursed inwardly, unsure of what to even say. She hadn’t had 
time to figure out what she was going to do with her find.

“Antiquity unearthed a mech, just east of Solomon Fyre, Matriarch 
Grey,” Chekker answered for her, the bot hovering over the airbike.

“Chekker!”
“A mech?” Vestige Grey asked, brow furrowing. “That can’t be 

possible.”
“It is quite possible,” the bot replied. “We found it this morning.”
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Her grandmother’s grip on her shoulder lost its tenderness. “Is this 
true?”

She couldn’t hide her discovery now.
“It is.”
Vestige had gone as still as a statue. Antiquity couldn’t read her.
“The mech is complete, unmolested,” Chekker added, hovering now 

before the matriarch. “Treachery brought it down, its systems compro-
mised by a source from the outside, before it could even join the Splinter 
War. That’s why it is intact. It never made it to the battle.”

“I told you to stay away from these wastes, Antiquity, this very morn-
ing,” Vestige said, voice low. She shook her head, thinking to say some-
thing more and deciding against it. Instead, she looked toward the desert. 
“How did you find this mech?”

“The wind storm yesterday. Must have tore enough sand away from 
one of its hands. And we came upon it,” she said, giving Chekker a dark 
look but the sharing of her secret giving rise to excitement. “I uncovered 
enough of it and Chekker opened its cockpit. I covered it back over with 
sand, to keep it safe.”

“Antiquity Grey speaks the truth, Matriarch,” the bot said before Ves-
tige could comment. “I opened the faceplate. The driver is one of your 
house and, based on uniform and biologic presence, it is my belief that it 
is your mother, Laurellyn Grey.”

Chekker had not told Antiquity that. She had assumed the driver had 
been a man. Fresh excitement replaced any pain Manson had given her. 
Had she actually found her great-grandmother?

The blind woman did not respond at first. She had let go of her grand-
daughter’s shoulder and folded her hands before her. Those hands were 
shaking a bit.

“Her surname was not Grey, Chekker,” Vestige murmured finally.
“It is the surname I am charg— ”
“What proof do you offer?” Vestige asked, cutting the bot off.
“None. The proof remains buried in the sands,” the bot admitted. “I 

did not have time to copy the mech’s system and data.”
“Chekker broke into the mech. I can verify what he saw with the 
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uniform, at least. It was of our family.” Antiquity took a deep breath 
but tears sprang into her eyes anyway. “They killed her, didn’t they? The 
Dreadths. It’s the treachery Chekker mentioned. That’s why she never 
joined the battle. She didn’t run away as the Dreadth’s charged.”

“Our two families have hated one another for a long time,” Vestige 
said, fully composed once more. “And the one family that most bene-
fited from her disappearance was the Dreadths. My mother was a strong 
woman. A stronger leader. I was young then, younger than you are now, 
and even I knew how dangerous she could be—and how precarious her 
position. We thought her mech obliterated, no evidence left. The Dreadths 
have ruled ever since that day, under the yoke of the Imperium. And they 
have worked hard to destroy our family name, erase it from history, and 
ensure it never rises again.”

“If that’s true, and the data inside the mech can be gathered, this 
could change all of that, grandmother!” Antiquity said, her excitement 
returning again.

“How?”
“If the people of Solomon Fyre know the trut—”
“They will what, child? Revolt?” Vestige shook her head. “This is a 

hard life with harder lessons. They would find a way to kill us before 
such information could be used.” The grandmother moved before the 
granddaughter and, taking the younger’s hands in her own, gave Antiq-
uity a solemn look as if her eyes could see all too clearly. “Once women 
held high offices on Erth. Women flew through its clouds. Women were 
every bit as strong as men. Especially in our family. Once,” she said. “No 
more. Remember those days, Chekker? The strife. The blood. The death. 
The women of Solomon Fyre have been ground beneath the boot heel of 
Dreadth men for decades now. And there is nothing we as Grey women 
can do about it that won’t lead to our destruction.

“I am ordering you, as your matriarch, to leave that mech buried. 
For now.”

Antiquity pulled free of the other’s leathery grip. It was all she could 
do to keep from screaming.

“No. That is the very thing we should not do.”
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Vestige darkened. “You are naïve and foolish, Antiquity. I have seen 
what happens to those who challenge the Dreadths,” the old woman 
hissed, growing angry. “The men, gone. Buried in the mines. Women too. 
I have lives to keep safe beyond your own. If you do this, I will have to 
denounce you as a Heretic, in public before the Elders. You often do the 
opposite of what I tell you. It will be the only way to keep the few of us 
left alive. There will come a time when your discovery will matter. For all 
of us. That time is not now. Not yet.”

“History has proven Matriarch Grey’s words as correct,” Chekker 
agreed, the bot now hovering before Antiquity. “I too have witnessed it.”

“I will break that history then,” Antiquity said defiantly.
Vestige stood tall and straight, like a blade about to fall.
Long moments passed.
Then with her three guiding balls of light swirling about her, she 

turned and walked back the way she had come.

Antiquity sat with elbows on table and chin on hands, bored.
The vid-view taking up the entire wall splashed vivid images of Erth’s 

past, the lesson her grandmother gave Antiquity in a hidden room of their 
eyrie home. Vestige stood in the room’s corner, talking about the Old Era’s 
climate crisis and how it began, her three balls of light swirling about her 
head and notifying her of what scenes came across the vid-view. Antiquity 
sighed, fidgeting in her chair. All she wanted to do was sneak away and 
revisit the area where the mech remained buried. If it took sitting through 
a lesson to placate her grandmother so Antiquity could avoid suspicion of 
her true intentions upon waking, she would do it. But she didn’t have to 
be happy about it.

“Antiquity, please pay attention,” Vestige said, pulling her grand-
daughter back into the present lesson.

Antiquity stopped fidgeting and sighed again. “You should be telling 
me more about the mech,” she said before she could take it back.

Rather than getting angry at her, Vestige took a deep breath. “Why 
do you think we are talking about all of this?”
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“I meant how the mech works and the Splinte—”
“I know what you meant,” Vestige cut her off, pausing the vid-view 

featuring the oceans of Erth rising as the polar ice caps melted.
The two said nothing more, at an impasse for how to proceed.
“You aren’t mad at me?” Antiquity asked finally. “About finding the 

mech?”
Vestige gave her granddaughter a reproachful look. “Do try to focus, 

Antiquity. This is an important lesson, and it’s one I have not taught you 
in many years. It is always wise to return to a lesson if it is important to 
do so.”

“I don’t understand why we are going over this again. What could be 
important about this one?” she huffed. She looked at the vid-view, with 
its grainy Old Erth footage. “It’s not like it matters. It’s ancient history.”

“All history matters, dear heart,” Vestige said. “Especially now. What 
is past may yet become prologue.”

Antiquity looked down and picked dirt from beneath her fingernails.
“Whatever that means.”
Vestige moved from the vid-view’s corner and sat next to Antiquity. 

“It means pay attention. It will matter one day,” she said, gesturing to the 
wall she could not see. “Now, let us look at the Old Era.” The vid-view 
resumed, featuring an Erth that was quite different from the one they 
knew. The land masses were much larger while both poles featured mas-
sive glaciers. As the ice shelfs retreated from a warming Erth, the melted 
water entered the oceans and land masses shrunk. “How did the Impe-
rium come to be?” Vestige asked.

Antiquity gave into the lesson, knowing she had to complete it before 
her grandmother would let her go. “The Imperium is not an alien race as so 
many think. They were once us. They were an exploration colony sent into 
space to discover a new planet if our own could no longer support life.”

“That’s right,” Vestige said. The vid-view changed to footage of an 
enormous colony spaceship traveling into the void of space. “Worried 
about planetary extinction, the Erth’s people united to search space. There 
were life-sustaining planets discovered to be visited. These brave explorers 
traveled far into an unknown. But those left behind did not succumb to 
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Erth’s climate changes. They survived.” She paused. “Meanwhile, space 
became a crucible for those who left and, after millennia, they evolved into 
the Imperium, ruled by an iron fist to survive among the stars, warped by 
fascist principles.”

“And the generations in space without Erth gravity and our sun 
changed their appearance,” Antiquity shared.

“Yes, they are our kin but altered,” Vestige said. The vid-view shim-
mered again, this time showing Solomon Fyre during the time it was 
Erth’s capital city. “Before the Imperium decided to return to this planet, 
much changed during the millennia of their absence. Humanity survived 
on Erth too, adapting. Solomon Fyre became the capital city, although it 
maintained the sovereignty of other cultures like the arabi, the persai, the 
cathari, the undersea and genetically altered atlanti, and others. By the 
time your great-grandmother came into power, Erth had already harnessed 
the great power of mech technology, but Laurallyn Angelus continued to 
lead that effort.”

“Is that why the Imperium attacked Solomon Fyre first?” Antiquity 
asked, trying to understand why her great-grandmother was such a threat. 
“Because she was the leader capable of rallying Erth’s other groups?”

“No one really knows,” Vestige said, clearly pleased that Antiquity 
had decided to take part in the lesson. “We know they wanted the planet’s 
natural resources, to maintain their empire and grip on us all. Most of 
the planet’s mech might existed here, in Solomon Fyre. It makes sense 
they would eliminate the most difficult threat first. It’s what I would have 
done, no doubt. Especially with the other ruling families here.”

Antiquity nodded. “So why did the Dreadths sabotage my great-
grandmother? Surely they are just as blameworthy as the Imperium. All 
the more reason to reveal their treachery to the world.”

“I said to not provoke the Dreadths,” Vestige said, darkening. She 
took a deep breath, holding her anger at bay. “Remember who the true 
enemy is, Antiquity. It is not the Dreadths. They merely took advantage of 
a situation. The Imperium took control of Erth and destroyed our way of 
life. Remain focused on the present and the future it may lead to in time.”

Antiquity stared hard at her grandmother, not that the other could 
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tell. “And what is that future, grandmother, if we do not first take back 
what is ours from the Dreadths?”

“The Dreadths are only a part of the problem. The Imperium rules 
from Eroda, Erth’s new capital. There, Sentinel One resides. It is the only 
mech allowed by law on the planet and it is controlled by the Imperium 
Royals who live there. If Royal Ricariol Wit discovers what you found 
in the sands, Sentinel One will likely raze Solomon Fyre to the ground,” 
Vestige said. “Trust me. I am old and have seen much. I have a plan to 
deal with the Dreadths. Always.”

“What plan?”
“In time, you will come to know it and see as I do,” Vestige said. 

“In time.”
Antiquity nodded. But she hated feeling like a beaten dog. She wanted 

to fight back, tired of being Grey-shamed and all it meant.
“Maybe you should go play with the twins,” Vestige added, switch-

ing off the vid-view. She stood, hands folded in front of her. “I can tell 
that you care little for this day’s lesson. Be safe. And stay away from the 
Dreadths. We will resume this line of study tomorrow. It is important to 
do so.”

Antiquity leapt out of her chair, excited to be free. But she wouldn’t be 
going to see her friends Kaihli and Elsana as her grandmother suggested.

She had plans of her own.

As the heat of the day began to take hold, Antiquity Grey had  
already uncovered the helmeted head of the mech.

She had departed Solomon Fyre after yet another lesson, Vestige finish-
ing the history lecture about the Imperium’s origins begun the previous day. 
Antiquity had left her eyrie home then, heading for the desert and its secret. 
It had not taken Antiquity long to remove Laurellyn Grey from her harness 
and gently place her within a mort-shroud. She had done so with special 
care. The mummified remains of her ancestor were light, nothing but skin, 
hair and bone. She would be given honorable rest—fired to ash and loosed 
upon the winds of her former eyrie. Given the freedom she had earned.
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Now, with the sun beating down on them, Chekker continued to 
copy what the mech knew. The gathered information would help Antiq-
uity disprove the history that had resulted in the shaming of her family.

“The mech is named Saph Fyre.”
“What?” Antiquity asked, pulled from her thoughts.
“The mech,” the bot said from within the cockpit. “Its name is Saph 

Fyre. Quite clever, really, given its home and original appearance.”
“Yes, that is the name of my great-grandmother’s mech,” Antiquity 

said, remembering Vestige’s history lessons. “Hard to believe this is the 
last mech of Solomon Fyre. A lost treasure.”

“When I was created, so long ago now, the eyries were occupied by 
more than a hundred mechs,” Chekker shared, spinning while he con-
tinued his work. “Each one served a different secondary purpose, with 
distinct capabilities. But every driver was charged with the defense of the 
city. You have seen video of them taking to the skies.” Antiquity nodded. 
“Even for one such as I, a machine, it was a marvel.”

“Maybe the skies above Solomon Fyre will see it happen again,” she 
said, imagining it.

“There is functionality here.”
It took Antiquity a few moments to realize the bot had changed sub-

jects. “What do you mean?” she asked.
Chekker left the cockpit and flew toward the mech’s arm. There he 

began to spin, the hexagons of his round body become a blur, until light 
emanated from him.

On the steel plating, images appeared.
The interior of the cockpit. The view as the mech flew from a younger, 

brighter, and more civilized Solomon Fyre.
And its driver, Laurellyn Grey.
“The last moments catalogued by the mech,” Chekker explained.
Antiquity watched as a woman, with younger but all too similar fea-

tures to those of her grandmother, flew through the skies above her eyrie, 
to confront an invading force intent on pillaging Erth’s ore resources. 
Before her, battalions of mechs flew, while she remained behind, orches-
trating their efforts. When the Splinter War’s first engagement arrived 
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above Solomon Fyre, explosions tearing apart the skies as the two forces 
met, Laurellyn Grey was ready. She yelled orders and her commanders 
reacted, pushing the enemy back. As the battle continued beyond its ini-
tial clash, it was clear to Antiquity that the leadership of Laurellyn Grey 
would see them through the worst of it.

But then the interior of Saph Fyre went mostly dark. There had been 
no attack, nothing to warrant the cause. Laurellyn Grey panicked as the 
gear and goggles that allowed her to control the mech detached from 
her without permission. Saph Fyre immediately began to plummet. Tears 
filled Antiquity’s eyes. She watched her great-grandmother scream into 
her com-apparatus for aid. Dead air. No response.

As mechs exploded in the sky above, the rain of burning metal a 
storm falling to the desert, Saph Fyre plowed into the sands, her visuals of 
the battle going black, a void of misinformation.

The images Chekker had pulled from the mech died.
Antiquity felt ill, the kind of sickness that would never wholly go 

away.
“That is the end, Grey-child.”
“Did you find out why that happened to her?” Antiquity asked.
The bot stopped spinning. “A hidden molecu-virus, activated when 

she gained a certain elevation.”
“Sabotage then. The Dreadths?”
“The Dreadths are the probable culprits, given the time period. But 

no certainty can be gained from the evidence.”
Antiquity wanted to punch something. She had wanted real proof that 

the Dreadths had been behind her family’s fall. The video and the existence 
of the molecu-virus corroborated that Laurellyn Grey had been murdered. 
The effect of her death could not be ignored; leaderless, the mech corps lost 
the battle for Erth’s capital city. The planet fell quickly then and resulted 
in her family’s removal from power. Antiquity could clear their name and 
be Grey no more, but the Dreadths would still lead the Elders.

She suddenly realized how difficult all of this would be.
As she thought about what to do, Chekker gained elevation in a sud-

den burst, the bot sensing something.
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“Danger approaches, Grey-child. Enter the mech cockpit. Now.”
Antiquity struggled out of the mech’s hole instead, first looking 

toward the desert. She saw nothing there. When she turned back toward 
home, her heart leapt up into her throat, pounding so hard she could feel 
it. Sand dust. Lots of it. It swirled up into the sky, higher than any one 
airbike could kick it.

“We have to get out of here, Chekker!” Antiquity yelled.
She reached her airbike. The sand dust that had come from the direc-

tion of Solomon Fyre whipped about her even as several airbikes flew past, 
circling the location of the mech in a blur. There were at least a dozen, 
maybe more. She looked over at Chekker, who hovered by her shoul-
der. The bot did not move, waiting. She did the same. Her grandmother 
always said keeping calm was the most important aspect in life; she knew 
panicking now would avail her nothing.

There was no doubt though. She was in more danger than the previ-
ous day.

“Look, boys. A mech!”
Above her, on the sands overlooking Saph Fyre, Manson Dreadth sat 

upon his airbike, pulling back his goggles and looking at the mech. When 
his eyes finally met Antiquity’s, he grinned all the more. She saw avarice 
there. And conquest.

“And look at this!” he said, laughing. Other Dreadth boys joined him, 
all of them snickering with evil intent. “Antiquity Grey and her broken-
down soccer ball bot. Out here in the wastes where anything can happen.” 
Manson gestured. The other boys spread out, taking up positions about 
the hole in the desert that contained the mech. “I wonder. Where is your 
bitch of a grandmother now, hmm? She certainly wouldn’t leave the city, 
as crippled as she is.” He paused, grinning all the more. “That means you 
are alone. That means you are mine.”

“Manson, you now know my secret,” Antiquity said, turning to look 
at Saph Fyre and thinking quickly as she backed into the hole again. “You 
can have all of this. Impress your father with it. And the Elders. If—”

“If I let you go,” the boy finished.
“This is a major find,” she continued, taking a risk. She hoped Chekker 
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had finished copying the mech’s files. “Think about it. You would be the 
hero of Solomon Fyre! Remembered forever!”

“I will be anyway,” Manson said, getting off of his airbike. “Especially 
if my father can use it against the Imperium. But none of that matters 
because you won’t be around to see it.” Antiquity saw he would do more 
than beat her. “You are a Grey,” he continued, pulling a knife. “There is 
nothing you can do to stop what comes next.”

Violence in his eyes, Manson approached her.
“Grey-child, prepar—”
“No!” a small boy screamed. “Look!”
Manson spun around, pulling a lance-shot from his side belt. All 

Dreadth eyes turned toward the vast wastes of the desert. Antiquity could 
not see what had caught their attention. But she knew terror when she 
heard it.

“They are upon us, Manson!”
“I will not leave this to scavengers!” Manson snarled.
Danger outweighing their leader’s wishes, the Dreadths scattered. 

Most gained their airbikes and were already jetting toward Solomon 
Fyre’s safety. Three others were not so fortunate—either cut off from their 
airbikes by the approaching threat or following the direction that Manson 
chose to take, they jumped into the giant hole with the mech.

With Antiquity.
“Do you have any weapons?!” Manson thundered in her face.
“Just Chekker,” she stammered.
“Then we both die today, Antiquity Grey. Make it count,” Manson 

growled, the large boy already leading them to confront what approached.
“What are we going to do?” Antiquity whispered to Chekker.
“You will fight. And so will I. Kick me into the midst of the scaven-

gers when they appear,” the bot ordered. “I will do what is necessary.”
“You will be destroyed!”
“Trust in me, Grey-child. And after, enter Saph Fyre’s driver seat.”
Confused and frightened, Antiquity did as the bot asked. Grab-

bing Chekker from the air, she ran up the dune to view the desert. She 
almost dropped him. Scavengers were converging on them, undoubtedly 
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drawn by the dust storm the Dreadths had kicked into the sky. Seven 
large air-trikes were approaching fast. She could see the desert-hardened 
men, women, and even children, their skin tanned to leather by the sun, 
their matted, greasy hair wild and tattooed bodies enhanced by off-world 
cybernetics. They reaped the sands for metal, killing all they crossed. They 
would be upon them in moments.

Down on his belly, Manson fired his lance-shot, over and over. Where 
he struck the air-trikes, armor sizzled and rent apart. But it did nothing to 
slow them down. They just kept coming, over twenty scavengers strong. 
All willing to kill for the metal they desperately needed to survive.

When the scavengers were almost upon them, so close she could see 
the implants in their eyes, Antiquity took one more look at Chekker.

And kicked him.
The metal ball flew through the air as he had been originally created 

to do, faster than his own flight could ever take him. All eyes watched as 
he arced and fell back to the desert. When he struck the sand in the scav-
engers midst, he exploded, the detonation deafening and tearing apart 
the air, sands, and scavengers. Three of the air-trikes were blown off their 
grav-stabilizers, passengers screaming, dying, and flying in all directions. 
Antiquity and Manson both hid behind the dune as survivors shot back, 
their phase-cannons turning swaths of sand to glass and smaller hand-
held flash-fires discharging Antiquity’s direction.

She did not wait. Antiquity followed Chekker’s final order. With 
tears stinging her eyes—tears of sadness for her friend’s loss, tears for 
the frustration of being unable to save herself—she tore back toward the 
mech, hoping she could figure out how to close the faceplate and have 
protection.

When she entered, the faceplate closed by itself.
—Strap in, Grey-child. It will enhance your safety—
“Chekker!” she yelled, wiping her eyes. “Is that you?”
—It is—
Sorrow changed to hope. “But you just blew up!”
—You saw a copy of me end, the one I made to unlock Saph Fyre 

today. I am very much here, in this new form. As is my duty, I will protect 
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you at all costs. The mech does not possess power, though limited. Strap 
in. And make it count—

She did just that. As Laurellyn Grey had once done a hundred years 
earlier, Antiquity strapped herself into the harness. It felt right, taking her 
great-grandmother’s seat. The moment the last buckle clicked into place, 
the wall behind the chair opened and various pieces of gear settled onto 
her—the apparatus that would give her control over the mech. The mech 
adjusted for her smaller stature, the controls tightening about her, making 
her one with it. When the final piece of gear, a set of goggles, clicked into 
place over her eyes, a hum vibrated through Saph Fyre, its engines and 
machinery coming to life even as it kept her from death.

She was no longer Antiquity Grey. She sensed that. She was not 
the girl who had been raised to ignore hope. She was not the girl who 
had been subservient to all Solomon Fyre families, recompense for her 
great-grandmother’s false failure. She was not the girl who hid from the 
Dreadths at every turn.

As she merged with the mech, feeling its energy joined with her own, 
Antiquity realized she had become so much more.

And never again would she turn back.
“Chekker, did you remove the molecu-virus?” Antiquity asked.
—I removed it when I discovered it—
“Good. I am free then.”
Moving her limbs inside the cockpit, Antiquity drove Saph Fyre to rise 

from the desert that had been her grave for so long, the mech returning 
to the world even as sand slid off her to fall like rain. Antiquity could feel 
resistance in the mech’s joints but Saph Fyre’s systems were already expung-
ing the decades of grit that had accumulated, giving her more freedom 
with every moment. Through her goggles, Antiquity saw what Saph Fyre 
viewed, the scavengers frightened and already firing whatever weapons they 
had at her. She also saw Manson and the other Dreadth boys still hiding, 
the looks of awe and hope on their upturned, sandy faces gratifying to her.

Still learning how to operate her, Antiquity got Saph Fyre to her 
hands and knees just as the scavengers attacked, their air-trikes spreading 
out and launching a barrage of cram-missiles and spike-rips.
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—Incoming fire, Grey-child—
Antiquity braced herself. The blasts slammed into the side of Saph 

Fyre, knocking her sideways. To her surprise, they did little damage. 
Apparently the weapons were a negligible threat to her superior design.

Making a fist, she hammered the closest air-trike. It and its occupants 
vanished deep into the wastes.

—The Dreadths are about to be attacked—
Antiquity turned to look. Chekker was right. Two air-trikes had cir-

cumvented her counter-attack, driving behind her to where the boys hid. 
Before she could do anything, one launched spike-rips at her knee and 
the other fired cram-missiles at the boys.

She didn’t hesitate.
While the spike-rips hooked into her knee plating, rending parts of 

the joint, Saph Fyre batted the cram-missiles away, to explode harmlessly 
on her palm, far from where the boys hunkered.

They would remain in danger until the scavengers left or were 
destroyed.

“Do you trust me, Manson Dreadth?” Antiquity questioned, voice 
booming from Saph Fyre.

The Dreadth boy made no move, even as the others gripped him in 
panic.

“Who am I?” Saph Fyre thundered. Manson looked back toward the 
desert, where the scavengers were regrouping.

“Antiquity Grey!”
“No!” she said, “What is my real name?”
The scavengers were drawing closer, their numbers more than Antiq-

uity could completely stop at one time. In a few moments, Manson and 
his kin would be killed. Darkness and understanding furrowing his brow, 
he stood, fists at his side.

Angered by his only choice.
“You are Antiquity Angelus!”
Hearing her true surname exhilarated her as never before. It was all 

she could do to focus on the present. Saph Fyre used both of her massive 
hands to gently scoop the boys from their perilous situation. They were 
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scared—more from her action than what transpired below—but Antiq-
uity didn’t care. It was the only way to keep them safe. And safe they 
had to be kept for this to succeed. She stood, the mech towering over the 
desert wastes. Kicking an air-trike that attempted to rope Saph Fyre’s feet 
while the others circled about her, she took one step and crushed it, killing 
the murderous thieves within.

She did not feel sorry for them.
Unlike her family, they had chosen their crime.
The remaining scavengers, understanding they were outmatched, sped 

away, leaving their dead behind, to vanish deep into the wastes again.
Antiquity took a deep breath. “Was all of that recorded, Chekker?”
—Every moment—
She lowered the Dreadths back to the sand. The three smaller boys 

did not wait to thank her. They jumped on their airbikes and were already 
speeding back to Solomon Fyre, without even a look backward.

All except Manson. He stood staring up at Saph Fyre’s faceplate. He 
said nothing. There was nothing to say. She had saved his life and the lives 
of his brothers and cousins. And she knew he was trying to figure out why.

He would know all too soon. When his father and the Elders watched 
video of the sabotage that had murdered Laurellyn Angelus. When his 
father and the Elders watched video of him illegally screaming her true 
family name.

As well as saving his life.
Shaking his head, Manson left, riding his airbike back the way he had 

come, the small, singular trail of dust a reminder of the path she must 
take as well.

“I did it, Chekker.” She smiled. “We did it. For our family.”
—For our family —
If Antiquity could have hugged her friend, she would have. “Do you 

think grandmother will be pleased by this?” she asked.
—She will be angry. And immensely proud—
“Do I have enough power to make it back?”
—Saph Fyre does. As long as you do not return by flight—
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Delicately picking up the mort-shroud containing Laurellyn Angelus, 
Antiquity walked home, moving her legs in her cockpit, the mech match-
ing her step for step. She had no idea how to use the other systems of the 
mech—its firepower, its flight—but she would one day. All of that would 
take time, time she had won for her entire family.

The days to come held promise.
And Antiquity Angelus would forge her own destiny.
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